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 Phase separated manganites have competing phases that each have unique magnetic 

and structural properties. The similar free energies these phases possess allow for the 

manipulation of phase transitions with the application of external stimuli. Here we report the role 

of an external magnetic field and a change in chemical doping ratios on the phase transitions in 

(La1-yPry )1-xCaxMnO3 thin films grown on NdGaO3. These thin films showed growth of 

ferromagnetic metallic regions in an anti-ferromagnetic charge ordered insulating background at 

a higher temperature as an external magnetic field is applied. At a high enough field strength, 

these ferromagnetic metallic regions are able to interfere with the anti-ferromagnetic charge 

ordered insulating to paramagnetic insulating phase transition that occurs at a relatively high 

temperature. The value of the activation energy for the anti-ferromagnetic charge ordered 

insulating phase found via fitting functions agrees with direct measurements taken using 

scanning tunneling microscopy. 

  



Introduction 

 Mixed phase materials such as hole-doped perovskite (Figure 1) manganites1 present a 

unique opportunity for the study of precise manipulation 

of magnetic and electronic properties of materials.2 These 

materials offer potential future device applications such 

as resistance random access memory3, but also allow for 

fundamental research as they exhibit a host of exotic 

properties like colossal magnetoresistance (CMR) and a 

metal-to-insulator (MIT) transition.1 These phenomena 

are believed to be caused by the competition between 

magnetic phases with similar free energies1,2, allowing 

them to compete and even coexist in some temperature ranges.  

For example, the mixed valence compound (La1-yPry )1-xCaxMnO3 (LPCMO) has three 

distinct phases: a cubic ferromagnetic metallic (FMM) phase, an orthorhombic antiferromagnetic 

charge ordered insulating (AF-COI) phase, and a pseudocubic paramagnetic insulating (PMI) 

phase. Two phase transitions in these compounds are the growth of FMM regions in a AF-COI 

background at a relatively low temperature, and the AF-COI to PMI transition that the material 

passes through at a higher temperature.1 These first and second order phase transitions 

respectively can be altered by the application of external stimuli, such as an electric or magnetic 

field1, as these change the free energies of the phases. Further changes can be induced via 

different amounts of Pr doping;4 despite having the same charge, Pr3+ has a smaller atomic 

radius than that of La3+. This difference in ionic radii causes the crystal lattice near a Pr3+ ion to 

be more distorted and less cubic than the lattice near a La3+ ion due to charge localization, 

causing quenched disorder and long-range strain interactions. In turn, an increased ratio of Pr 

produces a sample that is more insulating and less metallic, causing a larger electrical 

resistivity. Furthermore, a larger percentage of Pr will cause the MIT to be less drastic and occur 

Figure 1: a standard perovskite 
unit cell. In the LPCMO explored 
in this paper, “A” is Mn, “B” is Ca, 

La, or Pr, and “X” is O. 
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at a lower temperature. These phase transitions have been previously studied by various 

research groups for bulk sample manganites,5,6 and the FMM and AF-COI coexistence has 

been well researched in manganite thin films as well.7 However, the AF-COI to PMI transition 

has largely not been inspected in thin film manganites, nor has the growth of FMM regions been 

analyzed thoroughly. The bonding between the film lattice and substrate lattice causes these 

transitions to be suppressed from completely forming as they would in a bulk material, leading 

to phase transitions that are less obvious than in bulk samples. This necessitates different 

techniques for analysis of the phase transitions than would otherwise be utilized for bulk 

material manganite samples. 

 In this project we studied samples of LPCMO with x = 0.33 and both y = 0.5 and y = 0.6 

(LP5 and LP6, respectively) grown on orthorhombic (110) NdGaO3 (NGO) and observed that 

the growth of the FMM regions was pushed to higher temperatures due to the decrease in the 

FMM free energy with the application of external magnetic fields. From this we are able to 

conclude that after a certain field strength, the AF-COI to PMI transition turned into a AF-

COI/FMM to PMI transition. 

Methods 

 The LP5 and LP6 samples experimented on during this project were grown previously 

using pulsed laser deposition.1 Electrical contacts were applied onto these samples (Figure 2a), 

with indium solder securing a gold wire from the sample to a sapphire it was mounted on, and 

then a copper wire attaching the mount to a four pin connector. This sapphire was then affixed 

to a probe using GE varnish, the four pin connector was inserted into the probe, and the probe 

was inserted into a helium filled dewar. DC resistance vs temperature (R vs. T) data was 

acquired via temperature sweeps ranging from 20-300-20 K with a constant 10 V applied and a 

1 MΩ load in series with the sample at a variety of applied external magnetic fields ranging from 

0-3 T using a superconducting magnet. This data was taken using a two probe resistivity 

measurement (Figure 2b); a four probe measurement was not necessary as the resistance of 



the samples never got below the order of kΩ. Measurements were taken every 2 K using a 

LabVIEW program as the sample warmed and cooled. Data was manipulated and analyzed via 

MATLAB R2015b and Origin 2015. 

2a.  2b.  

Figure 2a: the LP6 sample wired up for the transport measurements. The sample is the small diamond shape, and it 
is mounted on a rectangular sapphire. There are four contacts, but only two of them were used for the tw o probe 
measurement. Figure 2b: a schematic of the two probe circuit utilized in this experiment. The voltage source supplied 
a constant 10 V, and the load was 1 MΩ. 
 

Results and Discussion 

A. Growth of FMM Regions 

 When plotted on a log base 10 graph, the resistance vs. temperature data (Figure 3a) of 

the LP6 sample at 0 T yields a small “kink” around 112 K. This kink can more easily be seen in 

a graph which features only this temperature region (Figure 3b). As an increasing large external 

magnetic field is applied, this kink no longer appears, yielding a relatively smooth curve. The 

application of a larger external field also causes lower resistances in the temperature region 

around 112 K. In order to figure out whether this kink was moving as a function of magnetic field 

before it ceases to appear, a first order numerical derivative of the ln(resistance) with respect to 

temperature was taken (Figure 3c). To help eliminate noise, this derivative was treated with a 

standard 5-point unweighted smoothing process. The derivative of the 0 T data shows a 

significant dip that agrees in temperature with the kink seen in figure 3a and figure 3b. The 

derivatives get progressively flatter as a higher magnetic field is applied, which in turn is 

consistent with the kink disappearing at a higher external magnetic field. For the accuracy of the 

2 K separated measurements that were taken, this drop does not appear to move significantly 



as a function of magnetic field. Combined with previous zero-field magnetization data from Jeen 

and Biswas1  (Figure 3d) that exhibits an increase in the magnetization of an LP6 sample at the 

same temperature as the kink seen in the transport measurements, we believe this to be the 

highest temperature at which the FMM phase exists in the sample. This would mean that below 

this temperature the sample is in a mixed phase state between FMM and AF-COI, and above 

this temperature the sample is entirely AF-COI. As a progressively higher external magnetic 

field is applied, the FMM phase free energy is lowered while the AF-COI phase free energy is 

relatively unaffected, causing this phase transition to occur at a higher temperature. This agrees 

with the resistance of the sample being progressively lower at a higher temperature than the 

MIT as a larger external field is applied until the resistances at all fields finally agree at a higher 

temperature. However, the MIT occurs at roughly the same temperature no matter the external 

magnetic field, so the FMM must be growing in more slowly when a larger magnetic field is 

applied. Therefore, the kink seen in the log based resistance vs. temperature graph is lost when 

a large enough magnetic field is applied. 
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Figure 3a: resistance vs. temperature measurements from 20-300-20 K of the LP6 sample at a variety of external 
magnetic fields. The kink discussed that is exhibited at low fields is marked with an arrow. Figure 3b: resistance vs 
temperature measurements of the LP6 sample, but only from 80 - 150 K, allowing for the kink discussed to be more 
easily seen. Note that the low field resistances agree at the top and bottom end of this temperature range, but differ in 
the middle values due to the different growth speeds of the FMM regions. Figure 3c: unweigh ted five-point smoothed 
first order derivative of ln(R) with respect to T from 100 - 125 K. This shows the gradual smoothing out of the kink as 
the derivative becomes more flat. Figure 3d: magnetization vs. temperature measurement at 0 T of an LP6 sample 
done by Jeen and Biswas 1. The sudden increase in the magnetization is at about the same temperature as the kink in 
our measurements, agreeing with our analysis that this is indicative of the growth of FMM regions in an AF-COI 
background. 
 

As previously discussed, LP5 is more metallic than LP6. Thus, the FMM phase in LP5 

has a lower free energy than the FMM phase in LP6, causing the MIT to occur at a higher 

temperature than LP6 (Figure 4a). However, magnetization data of LP5 from Jeen and Biswas8 

(Figure 4b) suggests that the growth of FMM regions at zero external magnetic field occurs at 

about the same temperature as in LP6. This implies that the FMM regions that grow are larger: 

this allows the MIT to occur with a smaller temperature differential between the initial growth of 

the regions and the MIT as compared to LP6.  Thus, even at low external magnetic field there is 

no kink observed in the transport measurements as the large resistance change due to the MIT 

obscures the small resistance change the initial growth of the FMM regions would cause. 

However, as with LP6, the application of a magnetic field causes the FMM free energy to 

decrease, allowing this growth to occur at a lower temperature and more slowly, causing the 

resistances in LP5 at different fields to not all be in agreement until a similar temperature as the 

LP6. 



4a. 4b.  

Figure 4a: resistance vs. temperature measurements from 20 - 300 K of the LP5 sample at a variety of external 
magnetic fields. There is no kink present as there was in the LP6 sample. Figure 4b: magnetization data of an LP5 
sample from Jeen and Biswas8. The sharp increase at about 115 K is indicative of FMM region growth. 
 

B. PMI Phase Transition 
 
 Previous high-temperature characterization of thin film manganites exhibiting CMR had 

been achieved via various fitting functions9, and we found that an Arrhenius equation of the form 

R = R0*exp[EA/(kB*T)] provided reasonable linear fits of the data from our samples (Figure 5) 

where the high temperature fit (ie. the low value T-1 fit) is believed to be the PMI phase. Here EA 

is the activation energy, a value related to the density of states of the phase being described. 

For the AF-COI phase it is representative of the energy gap of the phase, but for the other 

phases which lack a distinct energy gap it is less clear as to what it physically means. The low 

temperature fit appears to be the AF-COI phase at low external magnetic fields. At higher fields 

where the AF-COI phase is weakened, allowing the FMM phase to exist at higher temperatures, 

this low temperature fit is indicative of mixed AF-COI and FMM phases. For consistency, these 

fits were done for the data from the warming parts of the temperature sweeps, and fitting was 

accomplished via Origin getting the reduced χ2 as close to 1 as possible. 



 Fits of the LP6 yield PMI transition temperatures (Figure 6a) and activation energy 

values (Figure 6b) in agreement with one another. When there is no applied external magnetic 

field, the FMM phase free energy is too 

high to play a significant role at these 

high temperatures, and the FMM regions 

appear only at a lower temperature as 

previously discussed. However, this free 

energy drops as higher external fields are 

applied, allowing this phase to exist at 

higher temperatures. The AF-COI phase 

has a free energy that is relatively 

unaffected by external magnetic fields, 

but PMI phases have a free energy that 

drops as a function of external field (similar to the FMM phase), allowing the PMI phase to exist 

at lower temperatures as a higher magnetic field is applied. At ~1.5 T, the FMM free energy is 

low enough that it comes into direct competition with the PMI phase, and it continues to fall with 

the application of a magnetic field until it has a lower energy than the PMI phase. This causes 

the PMI phase transition to be pushed to a higher temperature. The calculated activation 

energies from the fits agree with this assessment. The activation energy of the high temperature 

fit (PMI phase) is relatively unchanged with a magnetic field as expected, but the low 

temperature fit activation energy decreases rapidly until ~1.5 T, then decreases much more 

slowly. This implies that a magnetic field of at least this magnitude allows the FMM regions to 

exist at these high temperatures, and these regions have a similar free energy as the PMI 

phase. The transport data in figure 3a is also consistent with this interpretation; as a higher 

external field is applied, the resistances do not agree with one another until increasingly higher 

temperatures. Since the resistances of the higher magnetic field data is lower than the 

5. 

Figure 5: an example of what the data and fits 

looked like. This example was arbitrarily chosen. 



resistances of lower magnetic field data, this is indicative of the FMM phase existing at a higher 

temperature. The fact that all of the resistances finally do agree with each other at a 

temperature around where we found the PMI transition to occur shows that the PMI phase 

remains relatively unaltered even with applied magnetic fields. 

6a. 6b.  

Figure 6a: the lowest temperature that the high temperature fit reaches, indicating the lowest temperature the PMI 
phase exists at. Figure 6b: the activation energies of the phases, as calculated by the fits. 
 

 The fits of the LP5 data yield PMI transition temperatures (Figure 7a) and activation 

energies (Figure 7b) that are more difficult to explain. The temperature of the transition to the 

PMI phase seems relatively stagnant as compared to the LP6 transition, but the transport 

measurements indicate similar results as the LP6: as a higher external field is applied, the 

resistances do not agree until a progressively higher temperature, implying that the FMM phase 

exists at a higher temperature. Furthermore, both of the activation energy trends are similar to 

the LP6, albeit at lower values. However, the rate at which the low temperature (ie. the AF-

COI/FMM) activation energy is changing is smaller than the rate of change of the low 

temperature activation energy in the LP6. This, combined with the fact that LP5 has less Pr3+ in 

it, making it more metallic in nature than LP6, could imply that the FMM phase free energy may 

change more substantially with the application of even a small magnetic field, allowing the FMM 

phase to compete with the PMI phase in the high temperature region at a lower magnetic field 



than in LP6. This would cause the PMI phase transition temperature to not change as much as 

a function of external magnetic field. 

 

7a. 7b.  
 
Figure 7a: the lowest temperature that the high temperature fit reaches, indicating the lowest temperature the PMI 
phase exists at. Figure 7b: the activation energies of the phases, as calculated by the fits. 

 
Conclusion 

 We have shown that the PMI to AF-COI phase transition can be detected in the 

resistance vs. temperature data for LPCMO thin films grown on NGO. The activation energies 

for the two phases were extracted by fitting the data to the Arrhenius equation. The value of the 

activation energy for the AF-COI phase agrees with direct measurements using scanning 

tunneling microscopy. The application of a magnetic field lowers the PMI to AF-COI transition 

temperature. A further increase in the magnetic field causes the growth of FMM regions at 

higher temperatures, allowing for direct competition between the FMM and PMI phases at high 

magnetic fields. The PMI phase seen at high temperatures is relatively impervious to the 

application of a magnetic field except for the temperature of the phase transition. Future work 

could be done with different substrates to explore how the AF-COI phase is impacted by 

different amounts of lattice strain. 
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